
A high standard of accuracy has been sought in the preparation of this buying guide. We apologize
for, but will not be bound by or responsible for, errors and omissions in this buying guide.

Not all products may be available in all stores. See what is available at your local store by  
visiting IKEA-USA.com. For more detailed product information, see the price tag or visit
IKEA-USA.com. All products shown require assembly. All textiles shown are imported.

Storage system
AURDAL
Buying guide

With an elegant and modern design AURDAL is the answer to all your 
storage issues. AURDAL has design features such as long legs that 
create a sleek look, which is also convenient since you don’t need to 
think about your plinth. AURDAL is developed to utilize the small and 
tricky spaces in your home. With an easy assembly you can install your 
AURDAL solution even in narrow reach in closets without any trouble. 
With several different functions it is easy to customize your new 
storage solution tailored to suit your needs, choose between drawers, 
shelves or clothes rails to create your perfect fit. So now you only need 
to decide  — do you prefer AURDAL in white or dark gray?

Care instructions
Wipe clean with a cloth dampened 
in a mild cleaner. Wipe dry with a 
clean cloth. 

Safety
Secure It! Prevent tip-over
injury. Furniture with included
restraints must be secured
to the wall according to the
assembly instructions. 

Different wall materials require 
different types of hardware.  
Use hardware (sold separately) 
suitable for the walls in  
your home. 



How to build
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AURDAL is a simple system that can do so much for you. It’s 
easy to assemble and you can customize it to suit all your 
storage needs. How do you pick a combination? We have some 
great ready made solutions, but you can also design your own 
unique combination from scratch. There are four simple steps 
to follow:

1. First of all you need to take in consideration of the space 
you have at home. All AURDAL combinations starts with the 
suspension rail. It’s important to make sure the suspension 
rail fits in the area where you’re planning to install your new 
wardrobe. The suspension rail comes in two sizes, 25⅝" 
and 49¼". If your space is bigger than that you can always 
place them next to each other to build a wider solution. And 
what about the height? All AURDAL wardrobes comes in one 
height which is 87". 

2. When you have decided on the width of your wardrobe it’s 
time to think about the AURDAL sections. You assemble 
your sections by hanging two side panels with legs on the 
suspension rail. The side panel has a cut-out in the back so 
it’s easy to hang it on the suspension rail and move it around 
to find the correct spot. One section is always 23⅝" including 
the side panels. 

 Do you want to have two sections next to each other? Or 
maybe even more than that? No problem! Since the side 
panels have holes on both sides it allows you to assemble 
AURDAL interiors on both sides. For example, if you want to 
have two AURDAL sections you would only need three side 
panels with legs.

3. The next step in the planning of your new wardrobe 
combination is shelves. You always need to place one shelf 
at the top of one AURDAL section and one at the bottom; this 
will make your wardrobe both sturdy and functional.  

4. Now the rest is up to you! It’s time to plan the interiors of the 
wardrobe. It’s a good idea to think about what you need to 
store. Do you want to store dresses and shirts for example? 
AURDAL offers both a clothes rail that you can place inside 
your section but also an extendible one that you can use in 
the space between the wall and your AURDAL section, so you 
can utilize all the space that you have available. 

 Do you need to store all your t-shirts or sweaters? Then 
a shelf or a wire basket might be able to help you out. Or 
maybe you want to be able to hide away your items? The 
AURDAL system also comes with a drawer. No matter what 
you want to store you can customize your AURDAL units for 
all your needs. 
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Ready made combinations

AURDAL Wardrobe
This combination 
Overall size: 70⅝-83⅝×15¾×87". White 493.315.22
Shopping list

AURDAL Suspension rail 49 ¼", White 504.592.08 1 pc
AURDAL Side panel with leg, White 504.609.28 3 pcs
AURDAL Shelf, White 304.592.09 10 pcs
AURDAL Extendible clothes rail, White 604.609.37 2 pcs

AURDAL Wardrobe
This combination 
Overall size: 70⅝-83⅝×15¾×87". Dark gray 693.315.35
Shopping list
AURDAL Suspension rail 49¼", Dark gray 804.609.55 1 pc
AURDAL Side panel with leg, Dark gray 104.609.54 3 pcs
AURDAL Shelf, Dark gray 504.609.52 10 pcs
AURDAL Extendible clothes rail, Dark gray 504.609.47 2 pcs

AURDAL Wardrobe 
This combination 
Overall size: 68½-94½×15¾×87". White 893.315.20
Shopping list

AURDAL Suspension rail 25⅝", White 704.592.07 1 pc
AURDAL Side panel with leg, White 504.609.28 2 pcs
AURDAL Shelf, White 304.592.09 5 pcs
AURDAL Extendible clothes rail, White 604.609.37 2 pcs

AURDAL Wardrobe
This combination 
Overall size: 68½-94½×15¾×87". Dark gray 593.315.31
Shopping list
AURDAL Suspension rail 25⅝", Dark gray 604.609.56 1 pc
AURDAL Side panel with leg, Dark gray 104.609.54 2 pcs
AURDAL Shelf, Dark gray 504.609.52 5 pcs
AURDAL Extendible clothes rail, Dark gray 504.609.47 2 pcs

Check out these popular combinations and browse more on 
IKEA-USA.com/AURDAL

AURDAL Wardrobe
This combination 
Overall size: 74¾×15¾×87". White 293.315.23 
Shopping list

AURDAL Suspension rail 49¼", White 504.592.08 1 pc
AURDAL Suspension rail 25⅝", White 704.592.07 1 pc
AURDAL Side panel with leg, White 504.609.28 4 pcs
AURDAL Shelf, White 304.592.09 9 pcs
AURDAL Clothes rail, White 304.609.34 4 pcs
AURDAL Drawer without front, White 204.609.39 4 pcs
AURDAL Drawer front, White 004.609.40 4 pcs

AURDAL Wardrobe
This combination
Overall size: 74¾×15¾×87". Dark gray 493.315.36
Shopping list
AURDAL Suspension rail 49¼", Dark gray 804.609.55 1 pc
AURDAL Suspension rail 25⅝", Dark gray 604.609.56 1 pc
AURDAL Side panel with leg, Dark gray 104.609.54 4 pcs
AURDAL Shelf, Dark gray 504.609.52 9 pcs
AURDAL Clothes rail, Dark gray 104.609.49 4 pcs
AURDAL Drawer without front, Dark gray 704.609.51 4 pcs
AURDAL Drawer front, Dark gray 904.609.50 4 pcs
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Ready made combinations

AURDAL Wardrobe 
This combination
Overall size:  70⅝-83⅝×15¾×87". White 193.315.28
Shopping list

AURDAL Suspension rail 49¼", White 504.592.08 1 pc
AURDAL Side panel with leg, White 504.609.28 3 pcs
AURDAL Shelf, White 304.592.09 9 pcs
AURDAL Extendible clothes rail, White 604.609.37 2 pcs
AURDAL Pull-out rails for wire basket, 2pk, White 904.627.08 4 pcs
AURDAL Wire basket, White 704.627.09 4 pcs
AURDAL Shoe shelf, White 704.609.32 3 pcs

AURDAL Wardrobe  
This combination
Overall size:  70⅝-83⅝×15¾×87". Dark gray 493.315.41
Shopping list
AURDAL Suspension rail 49¼", Dark gray 804.609.55 1 pc
AURDAL Side panel with leg, Dark gray 104.609.54 3 pcs
AURDAL Shelf, Dark gray 504.609.52 9 pcs
AURDAL Extendible clothes rail, Dark gray 504.609.47 2 pcs
AURDAL Pull-out rails for wire basket, 2pk, Dark gray 704.627.66 4 pcs
AURDAL Wire basket, Dark gray 504.627.67 4 pcs
AURDAL Shoe shelf, Dark gray 304.609.53 3 pcs

AURDAL Wardrobe 
This combination 
Overall size:  71⅝-84⅝×15¾×87". White 793.315.30
Shopping list

AURDAL Suspension rail 25⅝", White 704.592.07 2 pcs
AURDAL Side panel with leg, White 504.609.28 4 pcs 
AURDAL Shelf, White 304.592.09 10 pcs
AURDAL Extendible clothes rail, White 604.609.37 2 pcs
AURDAL Pull-out rails for wire basket, 2pk, White 904.627.08 2 pcs
AURDAL Wire basket, White 704.627.09 2 pcs
AURDAL Drawer without front, White 204.609.39 4 pcs 
AURDAL Drawer front, White 004.609.40 4 pcs

AURDAL Wardrobe 
This combination 
Overall size:  71⅝-84⅝×15¾×87". Dark gray 193.315.33
Shopping list
AURDAL Suspension rail 25⅝", Dark gray 604.609.56 2 pcs
AURDAL Side panel with leg, Dark gray 104.609.54 4 pcs 
AURDAL Shelf, Dark gray 504.609.52 10 pcs
AURDAL Extendible clothes rail, Dark gray 504.609.47 2 pcs
AURDAL Pull-out rails for wire basket, 2pk, Dark gray 704.627.66 2 pcs
AURDAL Wire basket, Dark gray 504.627.67 2 pcs
AURDAL Drawer without front, Dark gray 704.609.51 4 pcs 
AURDAL Drawer front, Dark gray  904.609.50 4 pcs
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Ready made combinations

AURDAL Wardrobe 
This combination
Overall size:  118⅞-132⅞×15¾×87". White 993.315.29
Shopping list

AURDAL Suspension rail 49¼", White 504.592.08 2 pcs 
AURDAL Side panel with leg, White 504.609.28 5 pcs 
AURDAL Shelf, White 304.592.09 18 pcs
AURDAL Clothes rail, White 304.609.34 2 pcs
AURDAL Extendible clothes rail, White 604.609.37 1 pc
AURDAL Pull-out rails for wire basket, 2pk, White 904.627.08 2 pcs 
AURDAL Wire basket, White 704.627.09 2 pcs
AURDAL Drawer without front, White 204.609.39 4 pcs 
AURDAL Drawer front, White 004.609.40 4 pcs
AURDAL Shoe shelf, White 704.609.32 4 pcs

AURDAL Wardrobe 
This combination  
Overall size:  118⅞-132⅞×15¾×87". Dark gray 393.315.32
Shopping list
AURDAL Suspension rail 49¼", Dark gray 804.609.55 2 pcs 
AURDAL Side panel with leg, Dark gray 104.609.54 5 pcs 
AURDAL Shelf, Dark gray 504.609.52 18 pcs
AURDAL Clothes rail, Dark gray 104.609.49 2 pcs
AURDAL Extendible clothes rail, Dark gray 504.609.47 1 pc
AURDAL Pull-out rails for wire basket, 2pk, Dark gray 704.627.66 2 pcs 
AURDAL Wire basket, Dark gray 504.627.67 2 pcs
AURDAL Drawer without front, Dark gray  704.609.51 4 pcs 
AURDAL Drawer front, Dark gray 904.609.50 4 pcs
AURDAL Shoe shelf, Dark gray 304.609.53 4 pcs

Overall size: Width×Depth×Height. 

All the parts 

AURDAL Suspension rail 25⅝"

White 704.592.07
Dark gray 604.609.56

AURDAL Suspension rail 49¼"

White 504.592.08 
Dark gray 804.609.55 

AURDAL Side panel with leg 15¾×87" 

White 504.609.28
Dark gray 104.609.54   

AURDAL Shelf 22¼×15¾"

White 304.592.09 
Dark gray 504.609.52 

AURDAL Shoe shelf 22¼×15¾" 

White 704.609.32
Dark gray 304.609.53

AURDAL Wire basket 22¼"

White 704.627.09

Dark gray 504.627.67

AURDAL Pull-out rails for wire basket 14¾"

White 904.627.08 2pk
Dark gray 704.627.66 2pk

AURDAL Drawer without front 22¼×15¾"

White 204.609.39
Dark gray 704.609.51

AURDAL Drawer front 22×6½"

White 004.609.40
Dark gray 904.609.50

AURDAL Clothes rail 22¼"

White 304.609.34
Dark gray 104.609.49

AURDAL Extendible clothes rail 22⅜-35⅜"

White 604.609.37
Dark gray 504.609.47
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Complete your new storage solution with your choice of boxes 
and inserts from our extensive range of interior accessories. 
They give you even more options for a smarter way to store all 
your clothes.

Interior accessories

STUK Box with compartments White

7¾×13½×4" 204.744.27
7¾×20×4" 404.744.31
7¾×20×7" 504.744.35
13½×20×4" 704.744.39
13½×20×7" 704.744.44

STUK Box with compartments Blue-gray

7¾×13½×4" 104.939.16
13½×20×4" 304.939.20

STUK Storage case White/gray

13½×20×11" 004.813.01
21¾×20×7" 804.813.02 
28×20×7" 604.813.03

STUK Storage case Blue-gray

13½×20×11" 204.939.54
21¾×20×7" 804.939.51 
28×20×7" 504.939.43  

STUK Storage with seven compartments White/gray 
11¾×11¾×35½".

White/gray 404.813.04  
Blue-gray 604.939.47

RAGGISAR Baskets, set of 3. two pcs 7½×5×7", 
one pc 10×10×7".

Gray 304.343.32

RABBLA Box with compartments White/bamboo

9¾×13¾×4" 903.481.24

RABBLA Box with lid White/bamboo

9¾×13¾×7¾" 603.481.25

KOMPLEMENT Boxes, 2pk Light gray

6×10½×4¾" 104.040.53

9¾×10½×4¾" 404.057.77

KOMPLEMENT Drawer mat Light gray  
Easy to cut out to the desired size.

35⅜×20⅞" 304.055.65

KUGGIS Box with lid

White

5×7×3¼" 404.858.54

7×10¼×3¼" 202.802.07

10¼×13¾×6" 602.802.05

14½×21¼×8¼" 102.802.03

Turquoise

7×10¼×3¼" 004.895.14

10¼×13¾×6" 404.768.21

14½×21¼×8¼" 104.768.27

Transparent black

5×7×3¼" 605.140.30

7×10¼×3¼" 305.140.36

7×10¼×6" 005.140.36

10¼×13¾×6" 705.140.39

14½×21¼×8¼" 105.140.42

KUGGIS Insert with eight compartments White

20¾×14¼×2¼" 002.802.08 

TJENA Storage box with lid

White

9¾×13¾×7¾" 603.954.28 
12½×13¾×12½" 404.693.02  
13¾×19¾×11¾" 903.743.49

Black

9¾×13¾×7¾" 303.954.77

12½×13¾×12½" 204.692.99
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KVARNVIK Storage box with lid 

Beige

7×9¾×6" 504.668.69
9¾×13¾×7¾" 204.594.79
13¾×12½×12" 004.594.80

Gray

7×9¾×6" 704.128.75
9¾×13¾×7¾" 104.128.78
13¾×12½×12" 104.669.51

KVARNVIK Boxes, set of 3  
One of each (Ø5¾, H3½"), (Ø8⅝, H4¾") and (Ø1⅜, H5¾").

Beige 604.594.77

BUMERANG Hangers, 8pk

White 702.385.41
Natural 302.385.43
Black 202.385.34

BUMERANG Coat hanger Wood

Natural 904.442.67

BUMERANG Skirt hanger

Natural 404.324.79

SPRUTTIG Hangers, 10pk

Black 203.170.79

BUMERANG Shoulder shaper for hanger

White 702.932.74

STAJLIG Hangers, in/outdoor, 5pk

White 002.914.19

Interior accessories



STÖTTA LED cabinet lighting strip with sensor 
Battery-operated, White. Developed with AURDAL in 
mind. The light switches on and off automatically when 
you open or close the door, so no energy is wasted. Ideal 
for behind hinged doors and in drawers to light up what 
you need to see without disturbing others. Batteries are 
sold separately; 4 pcs AA required (2 for 13" version). 
IKEA recommends LADDA rechargeable batteries. With 
new, fully charged LADDA AA 2450 mAh rechargeable 
batteries, one charging will last approx. 1.5 months if the 
lighting strip is used 5 minutes per day.

13", 50 lm 103.600.87
20", 70 lm 503.600.90
28", 80 lm 903.600.93

MITTLED LED spotlight 3", 2.2 W. Provides a focused light 
that is good for lighting smaller areas. To be completed 
with TRÅDFRI LED driver and ANSLUTA power supply 
cord. Dimmable with TRÅDFRI wireless dimmer and 
TRÅDFRI gateway, sold separately.

Black 504.721.39

White 404.536.45

Aluminum-color 304.536.55

Integrated lighting
Make it easier to see what you need and find your favorite 
outfit faster with integrated lighting for your wardrobe. No 
more bright lamps or waking your partner to find things in the 
morning. Instead, you can start your day in a pleasant way as 
you open your wardrobe and the soft light switches on.

ANSLUTA LED driver with cord 19W, White. You can turn 
all your connected light sources on and off with a single 
switch. 

904.058.45

LADDA Rechargeable batteries 2450 mAh. Reduce 
waste and save money by recharging your batteries. 
Charging and reusing batteries is a good choice for the 
environment and practical too since you always have 
batteries at hand when you need them.

AA 4pk 505.046.92

TJUGO Battery charger with storage Eight individual 
charging channels allow you to charge 1-8 batteries at a 
time, AA and AAA. The charger will stop charging when 
the batteries are fully charged.

Gray-green 104.351.77

© Inter IKEA Systems B.V. 2020
Valid as of April 1, 2022 posting. Prices and availability of products are subject to change  
without notice. Please see IKEA-USA.com or your local IKEA store for the most up to date pricing.

Services
IKEA products are designed to be taken home and assembled by you. That way, you’ll save the most money. But if you would like some 
help, we can offer a range of services. Assembly and delivery services are fulfilled by an Independent Service Provider. Contact your 
local IKEA store or visit the IKEA website for details: IKEA-USA.com/services

DELIVERY SERVICE TASKRABBIT ASSEMBLY SERVICE

Most of our products are designed and 
packaged so that you can take them 
home yourself. If you prefer, we can 
arrange for delivery of your purchases 
directly to your home or business. Same 
day, next day or same week deliveries 
are available. We can also arrange for 
delivery at a later date if you would like.

All IKEA products are designed to be 
assembled by you, but you don’t have 
to. We've partnered with TaskRabbit 
to connect you with a network of 
independent ‘Taskers’ who can provide 
quick and convenient assembly and 
mounting services for your IKEA 
purchases made online and in stores. 
You can schedule assembly service  
for as soon as the same day, with  
the Tasker of your choice. Visit  
TaskRabbit.com/IKEA or see a  
co-worker for more details. 

Services  may vary, please see IKEA-USA.com/services or talk to us in your local IKEA store.


